28-3° August
dr. schacht in paris
Dr. Schacht, President of the Reichsbank and German Minister
of Economics, has been in Paris for the last three days. He had
assured the French that the increase in the period in German
military service was in no way directed against France. It was
desired for technical reasons, and had been hastened by military
preparations in Russia. He strongly objected to the persistent
propaganda in Moscow, which he regarded as a main cause of
unrest. He denied that he had any idea of obtaining direct
credits for Germany at this stage, but hoped that Franco-
German trade would soon be established on a new and expand-
ing basis. Dr. Schacht departed in an atmosphere of non-
committal civility, but the French suspicions of German
motives are not decreasing.
cricket
Derbyshire have won the County Cricket Championship.
They last achieved this in 1874, when the decision rested
upon the "smallest number of lost matches." They then came
under the category of "first class."
Saturday 29	gliding contests
The British gliding competitions opened on the fine gliding
site at Bradwell Edge, near Hope, Derbyshire. Conditions
\vere good, and towards evening hot currents of air from below
enabled gliders to make long flights.
Sunday 30	spain
After several days of desperate fighting at Irun, both sides, ex-
hausted with their efforts, are quietly consolidating their position.
The Government are reported to be short of ammunition.
For the first time in the war, insurgents dropped bombs on
Madrid on Friday night and Saturday. Bombs fell on the War
Office, the Bank of Spain, and the Central Post Office. Brilliant
parachute flares lit up the city. People rushed panic-stricken
to underground cellars. Seventeen were wounded. The raid is
the beginning of the insurgent offensive.
Meanwhile the Tribunal continues to sit in the Fine Arts
Club and Madrid indulges in butchery. By no means all
arrested persons ever reach the Tribunal. Pedestrians see stark
corpses in the Moncloa, and some are flung out of passing
cars in the street in broad daylight. The walls near the British
cemetery and in many other places are spattered with blood.
Officials in the outskirts of the city complain that the sick
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